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HARRINGTON:  I will call the Human Services committee to order.  We will begin with the 
pledge of allegiance.  The first order of business is the department of social services, Mike 
Mascarenas please come up. 
 
 The first item on the agenda was the Dept. of Social Services with Mike Mascarenas 
reporting as follows: 
 
MASCARENAS:  Good morning. I did supply a report last Wednesday.  I’m willing to take any 
questions on that.  I do want to highlight a couple different areas around temporary assistance 
and the employment unit.   
 The summer youth employment program has been approved by the Office of Temporary 
Disability.  We are the fiscal conduit for that program and ACAP is the local provider of service 
for that program.  This year the county was approved for $70,411.00, of that the Department of 
Social Services will retain almost $6,000.00 for the administration of that program and the 
remaining $64,000.00 will be made available to ACAP for them to implement the program. I did 
include the contact for ACAP and you probably gotten the information from them as well.  If you 
have some employment opportunities for young people this summer ages 14 to 20, it’s a good 
opportunity to take advantage of some employment and some good in your community whether 
it be beautification projects or whatever that maybe.  So I did want to highlight that quickly. 
 Youth Bureau – I know summer is getting underway here very quickly.  Municipal 
training is on June 28 at Elizabethtown Central School from 9 am. to 12 pm. We will be 
providing that training.  First Aid and CPR is June 22, 26, 27 & 29 at Moriah Central School and 
again, CPR is an annual renewal so even though your card says your good for two years, you 
are not that needs to be renewed on an annual basis according to the Department of Health and 
I’ve given you the schedule on what days your towns will be there some communities do it on 
their own and that’s fine but for the ones that don’t we provide it.  If you have conflicts on those 
days get a hold of me sooner rather than later because class size is important and we can work 
to move people around and get them in the class that they need to get into. 
 Traffic Safety – we did receive approval for $22,000 for our local grant that really covers 
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the administrative cost of implementing the program locally that’s about the car seat check 
stations, it’s the aggressive driving behavior grants and all traffic safety activities that happen in 
Essex County will be paid for by that. We did, Mr. Politi had requested that we get something 
out to the communities to put on their websites, we did do that.  If you didn’t receive it or are 
having a problem with the photo let me know and we’ll get you something that you can put on 
your website that works.  Other than that does anybody have any questions? 
 
HARRINGTON:  Mike the continuation of the DSS monthly reports is much appreciated. It gives 
the board members a better understanding of what the department of social services does on a 
monthly basis.  Any further questions or concerns for Mike? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Mike, excellent report.  Under the CPS, child protective services might be 
concerning is currently you have 90 open investigations. 
 
MASCARENAS:  I couldn’t hear you Mr. Scozzafava on the front end of that. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  It says we have 90 open investigations.  Is that concerning? 
 
MASCARENAS:  It’s not.  Typically cases are open for a variety of reasons some there’s not a 
lot of items that are being acted upon in those investigations but your caseworkers you like to 
keep to about 15 cases so that tells me with 9 full in rotation that we’re doing pretty well at 
closing them out and getting to them in a timely manner anything that would stay open for a 
period of time could be problematic because you get more and more daily. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So I would assume that if the child was in danger they are removed 
immediately?  I mean they’re not – 
 
MASCARENAS:  Well, it may remain open for a variety of reasons typically if you have young 
people that are in preventative you know that’s the best case scenario and you may keep a CPS 
investigation open to see if your preventive measures were working.  I mean that’s the best 
case scenario that those preventative measures do work because you’re not then placing a 
child unnecessarily it’s not only more expensive but it’s problematic for the child and family. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So do we have enough, does this number reflect it, do we have enough case 
workers handling this? 
 
MASCARENAS:  At this time yes we do.  There’s an ebon flow in the work to where you see 
things move up and down and typically if you see one unit experiencing a lower case level 
another unit gets hit harder by it but right now I think we’re absolutely fine. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Your questions are an example of the clarity of this report brings to us.  Any 
other concerns for Mike?  Canvassing supervisors, I see none.   
 

**************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Mental Health Department with Steve Valley 
reporting as follows: 
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VALLEY:  Good morning everyone.  So this month my report really focused on a new 
collaborative initiative that we have in Essex County we’ll be launching next week actually. It’s a 
collaborative effort really between New York State but also the Mental Health Department and 
the Sheriff’s Department and that is a development of a crisis prevention team. We were 
selected by New York State Office of Mental Health to be the recipient of some technical 
assistance to help us put this crisis intervention team together.   
So what is a crisis intervention team?  It’s essentially as in the report it’s a group of experienced 
police officers who volunteer to receive an additional one week training in Mental Health related 
issues.  The goals of this program are to reduce the number of arrests of individuals with mental 
illness, refer them to treatment facilities or other support services in the county and eliminate 
adverse incidents between law enforcement and those with mental illness.  The specialized 
training is probably the most important part of this initiative but the overall program also involves 
collaboration and partnership with law enforcement, public health, public mental health system 
and consumer and adverse groups, local citizens so part of the way that’s going to be 
accomplished is to take close look at how currently the service system response to people with 
mental illness who are experiencing crisis in the community so this the State will be sending in a 
facilitator to run a systems mapping exercise which is going to bring together all the key state 
holders.  We are going to have probably around twenty to twenty-five folks in the room and 
we’re going to detail or create a map if you will, of how the criminal justice system and 
behavioral health systems identify and handle individuals in mental health related crisis.  We’ll 
identify strengths and gaps in the system and have a guided discussion on what various to 
response to such individuals could be so that exercise as I indicated is going to be next 
Thursday, June 22 from 10 to 3 in the Public Safety building in Lewis and we’re really looking 
forward to that.  That will be followed up later on well actually in November we’re scheduled for 
the week long CIT training for law enforcement officers. This is open to all law enforcement 
agencies in Essex County.  We’re very pleased that the New York State Police and the County 
Sheriff’s deputies will both have teams involved in that training.  We’re already committed to 
sending officers. We’re really hoping that the local police departments will join us as well. Lake 
Placid Police, Ti Police, Moriah we’ve even extended an invitation to the Saranac Lake 
Department so any of you that are interested in promoting that I think it will be a very worthwhile 
training. 
So we’re very happy.  I want to thank the New York State Office of Mental Health Division of 
Forensic Services for making this initiative possible and I want to thank Sheriff Richard Cutting 
and Major John Tibbitts from the NYS Police for agreeing to join us in this initiative. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any questions in regards to CIT?  This appears that I believe that most high 
schools have a crisis intervention team and I believe you’ll be seeing a transition here where 
their responsibilities will be for your team. 
 
VALLEY:  Okay, thank you.  I’m going to move onto a few resolutions that I have here.  The first 
is a resolution authorizing the appointment of Scott Sayward of Willsboro as a member of the 
Community Services Board Developmental Disabilities Subcommittee, for a term effective July 
1, 2017 – December 31, 2018. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF SCOTT SAYWARD OF WILLSBORO 
AS A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES SUBCOMMITTEE, FOR A TERM EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2017 – DECEMBER 31, 
2018.   
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Moved by Mr. Politi, second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
VALLEY:  Second is a resolution authorizing issuing an RFP for outpatient treatment services 
for alcohol and substance abuse service in Essex County.  This will be for a contract beginning 
January 1, 2018, for an amount not to exceed NYS funding for said services, plus any local 
share required by NYS in order for Essex County to be awarded for said funding. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement of this resolution by Mr. Gillilland., a second by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASING AGENT TO ISSUE AN RFP FOR 
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
SERVICES IN ESSEX COUNTY. 
Moved by Mr. Gillilland, second by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns regarding this resolution?   
 
MONTY:  What’s the rate of reimbursement for those services Steve? 
 
VALLEY: I don’t know that off the top of my head but I can get you that information.  It’s 
basically we’re talking about outpatient treatment services so there are various modalities and 
services that are offered much the same as any medical procedure.  I could get that information 
for you. 
 
MONTY:  And it’s going to be services provided here in Essex County or will they be traveling to 
Clinton County for those services? 
 
VALLEY:  No this would be for outpatient clinics in Essex County. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Other questions in regards to this resolution? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Steve you said that this was set and fixed amount of money, correct? 
 
VALLEY:  There’s a fixed amount of state aide we get every year and that’s a pass through from 
the Community Services Board to the Mental Health Department and then we contract every 
year for those services. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So if that money, say you get a lot of people that need the service and that 
money runs out what do we tell those people?  We just cut them off?  How do you – if you go 
over the amount of money that we receive from the State and you have more clients that you 
can service how do we fill that gap? 
 
VALLEY:  Well as it was alluded to there also is reimbursement for providing the services 
through insurance, Medicaid, Medicare, so forth so the State aide that is provided is a portion of 
the budget but the agencies would also have their revenues. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  So that scenario would never happen.  Okay, thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Other questions or concerns involving this resolution?  All those in favor signify 
by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
VALLEY:  Thank you and finally I had another add on resolution I believe you do have a copy of 
this as well.  Resolution authorizing the appointment of the following as Director of Community 
Services’ Designee Physician in accordance with New York State Mental Hygiene Law and that 
is for Alexandre Andrianov, MD.  This will allow this physician to provide safe evaluation and 
care of acute psychiatric patients at Adirondack Health. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement of this resolution by Mr. Merrihew, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF ALEXANDRE ANDRIANOV, MD. AS 
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERVICES’ DESIGNEE PHYSICIAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
NEW YORK STATE MENTAL HYGIENE LAW. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  There being none, all those in favor signify by saying 
aye, opposed – carried.  Any other questions? 
 
VALLEY:  None for me. 
 
HARRINGTON:  None from me.  Thank you.  Enjoy the day. 
 

*************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Public Health Department with Sue Allott reporting 
as follows: 
 
ALLOTT:  Good morning.  Linda Beers is at accreditation training in the mid-west today and she 
left me with probably the most resolutions she’s had to do at one meeting in the year and also 
the report. Starting with the Essex County Heroin Opioid Coalition on June 20 6-8 is “Chasing 
the Dragon” Public Awareness Forum and there’s also at the end of the report a flyer on the 
Chasing the Dragon film which is going to be held at Moriah School.  If you can’t get to that date 
at the school I would highly suggest that you YouTube the video and watch it yourself.  It’s really 
strong and quite remarkable. 
So two forums are also scheduled in area prisons to inform correction staff and ECHO teams 
are presenting at School Districts’ teacher training days this fall to update and inform 
educational staff. 
Moving on to accreditation we submitted our application. We’re really excited about this.  This is 
for the public health side of the health department only which includes the preventive 
department, which I direct and we will launch forward strategically our Work Force Development 
Plan was approved and we’ve aligned each staff member with a work for development plan and 
we started them last Monday with their plan and how to log it in and how to go about getting 
their programs of learning a management system most of it is online education.   
NYS Public Health Association or NYSPHA – we hosted the annual NYSPHA meeting and 
conference in Lake Placid in May.  We had the opportunity since it was in our county this year to 
do the initial address and then the ECHO Coordinator went on to do a program, Bridging the 
Gap which was highly successful and John Tibbitts was there with us and it was really great to 
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show our alliance with law enforcement for that part of public health. 
Tick Borne Disease – I feel like a broken record but seriously the ticks are traveling, they’re here 
and they are here to stay so the message is to protect yourself, to prevent and then to do body 
checks if you think you have been in areas where ticks are and to seek medical assistance if 
you believe you have symptoms of Lyme disease.  We are not taking and testing ticks at the 
health department so please don’t send your ticks into us.  You can flush them when you pull 
them off.  Any questions on tick borne disease or ECHO. 
 
MONTY:  Where was the two Anaplasmosis tick cases? 
 
ALLOTT:  The Anaplasmosis, they were in Essex County.  As far as the townships specifically I 
can’t answer that question I have to go back to that specific record to tell you but I believe they 
were up in the Moriah area of the County. I can get back to you on that Mr. Monty. 
We also just had our third confirmed mumps case in Essex County and Legionaries Disease we 
are seeing.  Other questions for the public health side? 
I’ve got some charts on our next page for Lyme disease and then moving onto the Home Health 
Unit and we do have two home health staff here today that are going to leave you with a 
demonstration of their tele-health.   
So New York Certified Home Health agency Survey results – we went through a post 
certification visit on May 23 through May 24 as a follow up to a recertification survey completed 
July 22, 2016.  The agency received 7 deficiencies in July and only 4 deficiencies during the 
recent survey.  It’s a very low number they should be highly, highly accredited for that and a 
plan of correction has been written to adjust deficiencies and maintain compliance with the 
corrective action plan and the plan has been submitted to the Department of Health. 
Essex County Home Health Unit Star Ratings – 4 out of 5 stars which is remarkable. The NY 
average is 3 stars and the National average is 3 ½ stars.  A 4 to 5 star rating means the agency 
performed better than other agencies on care and patient outcomes.  So we applaud our home 
health unit and then face to face the second round of 5 Medicare audits for compliance with 
medical documentation on face to face all passed edit and all claims were paid.  So that’s the 
home health unit any comments or questions?  They are striving for excellence and they are 
showing it in this audit and report. 
Children Services – Early Intervention 40 active cases and the high is in Moriah.  Preschool 120 
active cases and Ausable has the most preschool cases. 
Following you will see the Chasing the Dragon flyer and again if you can’t get to this program go 
ahead and YouTube it, it’s a great video. 
Moving onto resolutions the first resolution is for approving the quality improvement reviews and 
policies and procedures for the Essex County Health Department Public Health Unit for review 
by PAC on 6/6/17. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Scozzafava, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT REVIEWS AND POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES FOR THE ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT PUBLIC HEALTH UNIT 
APROVED BY PAC ON 6/6/17. 
Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  Now previously you saw only one approval for policies, procedures and reports for 
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the health department but since we’re going for accreditation we’ve split home health and the 
public health unit.  Public health side is getting accredited so next I have a resolution for the 
Home Health Unit for approval of their policies and procedures and reports for PAC and that 
was approved by PAC on June 6 as well.  That one is not in your packet, that was an add on. 
 
HARRINGTON:  A resolution by Mr. Scozzafava, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT REVIEWS AND POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES FOR THE ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT HOME HEALTH UNIT 
APROVED BY PAC ON 6/6/17. 
Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  The next resolution to accept a one-time 4bii payment for assigning a staff member to 
the COPD Care Team with AHI to increase access to high quality chronic disease preventive 
care and management in clinical and community setting in the amount of $1500.00 from 
Adirondack Health Institute PPS. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Merrihew, a second by Mr. Scozzafava. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
DEPARMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$1500.00, ADIRONDACK HEALTH INSTITUTE PPS. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, a second by Mr. Scozzafava. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  Viewing the members they’re none, all those in favor 
signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  I skipped one the next request to hire a new position telehealth project coordinator.  
This position will be a part time with no benefits, all costs for this position will come from DSRIP 
funds received to this county and will support DSRIP initiatives hospital to homecare 
collaboration solutions. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE HIRING OF A PART-TIME TELEHEALTH PROJECT 
COORDINATOR IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM 
DSRIP. 
Moved by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  Nature of request to accept a one-time 4bii payment for utilizing an electronic health 
record population health management tool to increase access to high quality chronic disease 
preventive care and management in COPD in the amount of $3,000.00 from AHI PPS. Did I 
already do that one? 
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PALMER: No, you haven’t yet. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement of this resolution by Mr. Scozzafava, a second by Mr. 
Merrihew. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
DEPARMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$3000.00, ADIRONDACK HEALTH INSTITUTE PPS. 
Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, a second by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  Viewing the members they’re none, all those in favor 
signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  Nature of request to accept a one-time 4bii payment for developing a standard 
referral mechanism to increase access to high quality chronic disease preventive care and 
management in clinical and community settings in the amount of $15,000.00 from AHI PPS. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement of this resolution by Mr. Gillilland, a second by Mr. 
Scozzafava. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
DEPARMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$15,000.00, ADIRONDACK HEALTH INSTITUTE PPS. 
Moved by Mr. Gillilland, a second by Mr. Scozzafava. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  There being none, all those in favor signify by saying 
aye, opposed – carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  Nature of request to accept the following DY2 Q4 payments for projects from DSRIP- 
AHI for 2bvii - $1,360.00, for hospital home collaborative solutions and then 4biii - $16,575.00 
for increase access to high quality chronic disease prevention. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$17,935.00, DSRIP-AHI. 
Moved by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  Nature of request to accept work force training funds from DSRIP-AHI to reimburse 
for wound care clinical lab training in the amount of $339.98 for two nurses to attend. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement of this resolution by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Scozzafava. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$339.98, DSRIP-AHI. 
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Moved by Mr. Politi, a second by Mr. Scozzafava. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns involving this resolution?  All those in favor signify by 
saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
ALLOTT:  That’s it. Any further questions? 
 
HARRINGTON:  Thank you very much. 
 
ALLOTT: We do have a demonstration.  Sorry. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Sorry about that. 
 
ALLOTT:  Jennifer Newberry who is Director of Patient Services and our Administrative home 
health unit Kristin Dooley and they are going to give a demonstration on telehealth. 
 
NEWBERRY:  We received forty telehealth units from Saranac Lake Hospital through AHI 
Cuomo gave them $250,000 and out of that we requested forty telehealth units and the 
telehealth units are intended to engage patients in their health care and we can remotely 
monitor their compliance.  It has some teaching modules to it and some of the units actually 
have a wound care module to it where we can remotely look at their wounds through a video 
camera.  So we requested a telehealth coordinator because when we first received these units 
we thought they would work on 3G but they only work on 4G or a wireless Internet which means 
that instead of just walking in and setting these up and they work remotely that now we have to 
connect them to patient’s wireless Internet so it really will only work if the patient has a wireless 
Internet or it works in Schroon Lake because they have 4g.  I don’t think we are going to get 4g 
cell service up here until much later. 
 
MERRIHEW: We have it now. 
 
NEWBERRY:  Oh, we do have it?  Okay so if we have 4g it works like at the Public Health office 
we have it but when we get out to the communities we can’t pick it up as much as it needs to be.  
We wanted to kind of demonstrate what it does.  Does anybody want their blood pressure taken 
this morning?  This was mine before I stood up here.  This blood pressure you can see it up 
here and also my pulse and the other thing it will remind patients to take their medications. We 
turned the volume down because if we didn’t turn the volume down it would keep alarming to tell 
somebody to take their weight. We have a scale here if anybody wants to step on it?  Anybody 
want to take their weight?  So when you step on the scale you can do it remotely through no 
wires attached and then it will tell me when I can step off, it will alarm and then it will feed that 
into here and it also will feed it into the metrics and at the office we can see it and then if 
anything is abnormal it will tell us so now you can see my dashboard here is I weigh 148 lbs. so 
actual weight was not one of the metrics we set up on this thing we set up activity which means 
physical activity, plus ops and a patient survey so yellow means they haven’t answered it yet but 
when we go into the setup we can click on the patient and when we setup the portal we can 
change the setup in here so that if they have hypertension or have had a heart attack or cardiac 
surgery it will automatically set the questions it will automatically set the videos for the patient 
and then on the assigned clinician if anything is abnormal with the biometrics it will send me an 
email.  It will also send a text to whoever the commission is so all of our nurses have between 
ten and fourteen patients that they case manage and so they would be responsible for their 
patients that are on this. 
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We didn’t want to bother with setting this all up and then also going back out and working with 
patients one on one on how to answer questions and all that but it does say ER visits.  In the 
winter we will be able to connect remotely with video conference talk to them and can’t make 
the visit because their driveway has three feet of snow and unfortunately they don’t shovel for a 
nurse to come up because they are all home bound and they’re not well enough to do that so 
sometimes we miss visits in the winter so remotely we look at them.  It’s pretty helpful and a 
good percentage of them do it.  A lot of the patients do it and a lot of the patients think we’re 
watching them so they definitely take their weight and we can watch them and on here we can 
see that this one has 100% battery life and see whether it’s connected or not.  If we want to call 
them you can see we’ve made some calls on this unit.  We actually called the health desk 
because we couldn’t get some of the stuff to pair.  It comes with a scale, a pulse ox meter, a 
thermometer and a blood pressure cuff so we ask people with mercer or VRE or a 
communicable disease we then can leave them there and we are not bringing our instruments 
to their house, we can leave them there and then we have a cleaning solution to clean it all 
when we are done.  Any questions about this? 
It’s nice that it’s wireless and people are engaged to do it because the old tele we had to hook 
into their phone lines but people don’t have phone lines anymore they have cell lines so this 
was nice that this works off cellular towers but we didn’t find it to be that effective.  We can also 
set in this thing for medications and it will remind them to take it and then it will talk to them and 
you can turn the volume way up and it will say, did you take your medicines answer yes or no.  
There’s questions in there, how are you feeling today anxious, sad, short of breath, in pain and 
any of those biometrics that abnormal will come back red and we can also print off a report to 
the physician if he wants to see what their blood pressure was every time or their weight as 
increases or any time they can contact the physician and we bump up their fluid pills and things 
like that so that they are not going back and forth to the ER we can catch kind of early.  I can 
video conference her right now and see how she’s doing. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Jenn do we have the option to hard wire in the event the patient doesn’t have the 
capabilities for online? 
 
NEWBERRY: Yes, you can hook it into the phones. We’ve actually have never done that.  
That’s why we need to have somebody kind of engage in all of this because we original put ten 
units out and some of them connected and some didn’t depending on the 3g or 4g whatever and 
so the people that didn’t have connectivity weren’t engaged and we weren’t doing it because 
they had to manually put the stuff in. 
It does do a video conference call to the person so you can talk to him and see how they look.  
The nice thing about this is that this in July this may require a physician face to face with all our 
Medicaid patients to authorize services which has been a real big pain in the neck because that 
means that a doctor has to physically see them in their office which is fine for most people but 
some people actually have a difficult time getting out of their house you know a 600 lb. patient 
needs an ambulance and once they get to the doctor’s office who’s going to get them off of that 
gurney right? So this is a real issue for us and so if we can video conference with the patient 
and the physician and the physician can get this icon on his or her phone, then this will count as 
a face to face and they’ll be able to qualify for home health care and it doesn’t just have to be 
our patients this is a patient engagement tool it can be non-patients that we can use this on.  
The tele-health coordinator one of the tasks is that the State just, all of our policies and stuff got 
approved by the State for our local tele-health and then the State tele-health Director stepped 
down so that they have a brand new State tele-health Director who didn’t get any training before 
he took the job so it will be interesting to reconnect with the State and get all of our policies in 
line with this new tele-health.  That’s it.  Any questions?   
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HARRINGTON:  Thank you for that informative presentation.  Next up is Krissy Leerkes, Office 
for the Aging. 
 

************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Office for the Aging Department with Krissy 
Leerkes reporting as follows: 
 
LEERKES:  Good morning.  I have a couple of quick updates our Farmers Market coupons 
should be in within the next couple of weeks.  In my report the guidelines are in there so we’ll be 
out at the town halls, at the senior sites distributing them again this year all older adults in the 
household would be eligible if they meet the age and the income guidelines so husband and 
wife would both be eligible to get their own coupon booklet. 
On May 31 we held our second annual senior fair at Champlain Valley Senior Community.  It 
was a really well received event.  We have probably over 100 plus caregivers and older adults 
in attendance and we had really great feedback and also every year we partner with Eastern 
Adirondack Health Care Network and Cornell Cooperative Extension to provide container 
gardens to older adults so if anybody is interested or if you have any constituents that are 
interested just give us a call. 
And I have one resolution and that is to accept $14,343.75, from DSRIP funding from AHI. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Monty, a second please.  Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE OFFICE FOR THE AGING 
DEPARTMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF $14,343.75, DSRIP-AHI. 
Moved by Mr. Monty, seconded by Mr. Gillilland. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  There being none, all those in favor signify by saying 
aye, opposed – carried.  Any other concerns for Krissy today? There being none, thank you. 
 
LEERKES:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Enjoy the day. 
 

************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Transportation Department with Nancy Dougal 
reporting as follows: 
 
HARRINGTON: Good morning Nancy. 
 
DOUGAL:  Good morning.  I have two resolutions one is to change a 35 hour full-time drive to 
40 hours and we have an open position that I’d like to change to 40.  It really doesn’t increase 
the number of hours that are going out of the department it’s just five hours less I need a part-
timer for because part-timers are getting hard to find there’s a lot of job openings and I’ve got 
three that are leaving for full-time employment elsewhere. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement of this resolution, Mr. Scozzafava and a second by Mr. 
Merrihew. 
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RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AN INCREASE IN HOURS FOR TWO BUS DRIVER 
POSITIONS IN THE TRANSPORATION DEPARTMENT FROM 35 HOURS TO 40 HOURS 
PER WEEK.   
Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions or concerns? 
 
PALMER:  This has been an ongoing issue with the part-time drivers.  I think we eventually 
have to phase out as long as we can continue to provide enough reimbursement from the 
sources of revenue that we have it shouldn’t be an issue one way or another.  It’s just really 
changing the classifications from part-time to full. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Do you get pretty good longevity out of the full time drivers then?  They stick 
around? 
 
DOUGAL:  Yes, actually we have one he’s close to seventeen, eighteen years and another one 
with about ten.  That’s all we have.  Most of what we have is part-time. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Other questions concerning this resolution?  There be none all those in favor 
signify by saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
DOUGAL: The next one is just to accept and put on file our 2016 5311. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement by Mr. Politi, second please by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
RESOLUTION ACCEPTING AND PLACING ON FILE THE 2016 TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT FEDERAL/STATE 5311 REPORT. 
Moved by Mr. Politi, seconded by Mr. Merrihew. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Questions or concerns?  There being none, all those in favor, signify by saying 
aye, opposed – carried. 
 
DOUGAL: That’s all I have. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Any other questions or concerns for Nancy Dougal? 
 
MERRIHEW:  On an explanation on your costs for Medicaid transportation it appears that 
grosses almost a million dollars so that’s the perceived costs, we will receive reimbursements 
for that projection? 
 
DOUGAL:  I believe we have a cap so we don’t pay more because that costs goes up it’s just 
I’m trying to keep informed how much that costs and I don’t know if that other resolution you 
worked on is trying to bring it so we aren’t transporting to Plattsburgh? I think that might help cut 
those costs too. 
 
PALMER:  Yes but really what Nancy is referring to is State costs for this program.  We are 
capped out.  We are capped out at our $6.9 million that’s all we’re going to contribute towards 
Medicare I mean Medicaid it’s not going to change that number.  What she’s really referring to is 
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the State’s takeover of the transportation and their costs ballooned up to a million dollars a year 
doing it.  They seem to think they are doing it better, don’t know if that’s really the case or not. 
When we did it ourselves through DSS we typically spent about $400,000 a year doing it they’re 
doing close to a million but ultimately I guess that will sort itself out but it doesn’t impact what we 
pay because we are capped off on our Medicaid but when we talk about doing this what we’re 
really reducing is statewide costs. 
 
MERRIHEW: I see.  Thank you for that explanation that’s a real eye opener. 
 
PALMER:  Oh, yes it is. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Where are we with the taxis and the local law? Does anybody know? 
 
PALMER: I don’t know specifically.  I know Mr. Manning has talked about it but I think we 
probably should get some feedback from Mr. Manning at that point. 
 
PRESTON: At this point we’re at several different options, I guess a couple things were brought 
to our attention that might make it better, conferring with other communities so that’s where we 
are at that point.  We are still going forward. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Other questions?  There be none, thank you Nancy.  Any other concerns to 
come before the Human Services Committee?  We are adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Human Services Committee it 
was adjourned at 10:15 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 
 
 
 


